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I have started to see real change within our 
team in terms of how we interact with each 
other.  There is more honesty, kindness and 
fun.  This has been massively helped by our 
sessions with you.  A heartfelt Thank you to 
you, Mary T. 

Sinead Meaney, Quality Operations Manager 
Boston Scientific 

 

Mary T Tierney of Azurite Consulting has be-
come a valuable partner to Novartis and is 
our trainer and coach of choice when it 
comes to our needs around Interpersonal 
Communication Skills and group facilitation.   

Garry Benson, Former Training, Development 
& Communications Lead, Novartis 

Why Invest in your People to become more           
Impactful as Communicators? 

 

Azurite’s Viewpoint 
 

Personal and Business success relies largely on our 
ability to communicate. No matter what we do 
and what we work at– we do it better if we com-
municate it better ……it’s that simple! 

Ineffective and dysfunctional communication be-
tween people brings with it a huge cost to any or-
ganisation, through costs associated with conflict, 
lack of engagement, apathy, not speaking our 
truth, games and lack of motivation. 

Impactful communicators at all levels within your 
organisation will transform relationships, culture, 
productivity and successfully delivery on projects 
and business strategies.  

Our Clients Viewpoint 



Communicate With High Impact Programme 
 
 

This programme is designed for Leaders, managers and teams who appreciate the true value of 
effective interpersonal communication and would like to learn new theories, skills and techniques 
to enhance the way in which they currently communicate with sustainable impact. This is done 
through a blended programme of experiential masterclasses, 1-1 coaching, reflective learning, 
practice and playback sessions. 

 

Theories and Skills 
Underpinning the 

Programme 

 

Sustainability  

and  

Accountability 

 

Group  

Masterclasses 

 

1-1 Coaching  

Sessions 

Transactional Analysis (TA) 
Myers Briggs (MBTI)          
Neuro Linguistic Program-
ming (NLP) 

Core Communication    
Active Listening              
Testing Assumptions        
Assertive Communication 

Experiential and in-depth 
training days to gain under-
standing  and practice 
about what’s going on    
behind what’s going on for 
us in terms of how we    
communicate, react and 
behave and offers us       
alternative insights,         
strategies and  perspectives 
to make different choices.  

Participants identify stretch 
goals for   improvement 
and opportunities to prac-
tice and master their  
communication style and 
skills. Participants will be 
invited back to present, 
share and enhance their 
learnings with their peers 
and wider business group.  

A confidential and trusted 
space to deepen learning 
and test perspective. Can 
be used to problem-solve 
current communication 
challenges and scenarios. 



Communicate With High Impact 
Programme Outcomes 

 

Results for the Participants 

Become more competent in generating and 
maintaining effective relationships, both profes-
sionally and personally, resulting in increased lev-
els of trust and personal responsibility and ac-
countability within the team, the organisation 
and beyond 

 

Discover new ways to create, develop and 
maintain effective relationships while improving 
self-confidence, increasing personal awareness 
and deepening their understanding of those with 
whom they work. 

 

Understanding the different behavioural prefer-
ences, identify strengths and limitations of these 
preferences and learn some strategies to help 
everyone work more effectively with people who 
have a different preference to them. 

Results for the Business 

The focus on TA (Transactional Analysis) aims to 
offer a common language, where people can 
appropriately describe and hold each other   
accountable for inappropriate behaviours with-
out shame, blame or judgement. 

 

Improved interpersonal dynamics within teams 
and departments positively impacts wider        
relationships — internal and external customers, 
suppliers, colleagues and all stakeholders in a 
more effective and influential way�͘ 

 

Impactful Communication becomes the cultural 
norm of all interpersonal interactions within an 
organisation, 
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